
POLITICAL INSTABILITY

The standard definition of political instability is the propensity of a government collapse either because of conflicts or
rampant competition between various political parties. Economic growth and political stability are deeply interconnected.
On the one hand, the uncertainty.

The indices broadly fall into two categories in terms of how they are developed. Brunetti, Aymo, and Beatrice
Weder. The March 1 protests are unlikely to be an isolated event and there is now a fertile environment for
more civil unrest. If conspicuous elite fracture, disagreements within the military, and economic decline
continue, Algeria could face widespread protests beyond just the March 1 protests and corresponding state
violence against the population. Muller, and Mitchell A. Preventive measures should be designed for the long
term, beyond the immediate contingency. Moreover, in early-twenty-first century studies of foreign direct
investment FDI , researchers frequently use perceptions indices. Energy price volatility will likely continue,
but Algeria will face a higher likelihood of political instability if crude prices remain depressed for more than
two years. Gulf state competition for influence in Algeria would further complicate U. The sources include
inter alia the ICRG indices. However, the military, which is responsible for quashing internal threats and
repelling external ones, and law enforcement, which is responsible for managing protests, are under-resourced
and overextended. Total U. Elite fracture. There are a number of other indices that have been developed
primarily to inform international investors of the political risk involved in investing in various countries. Early
studies of growth, such as the work of Levine and David Renelt, find that the number of revolutions and coups
has a robust influence on investment, which in turn influences growth. Nixon, Edward M. The score on each
variable is set by experts based on available information, and is thus based on subjective judgment. A similar
development is apparent in economic studies using political instability as an independent variable. Following
is a detailed account of two sets of indices that are frequently used in academic studies; the ICRG indices and
the World Bank governance indices developed by Daniel Kaufmann and his colleagues. Another related
warning indicator would be if recently retired military officers, including retired members of the
once-omnipotent intelligence services, start to agitate publicly against political leadership. In the investment
literature, Alberto Alesina and Roberto Perotti and Jakob Svensson use indices of political unrest and
violence, and indices of government change, as independent variables. In one type of studies, political
instability is the dependent variable, whose variation is explained by other variables.


